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Footprints 

NEW SEASON PRESENTS NEW OPPORTUNITIES 

September is here, and football season began for some schools in the area.  That 

means fall is knocking on our door and with that knock, we have many chances to 

create something new, exciting, and profitable for the Lord.  New seasons bring 

new challenges and new opportunities for everybody.  What will be our opportunity 

for the church?  How will we improve what we have in place already? 

 

Although we have not been known for making big changes and taking risks, there is 

still room for us to do something different.  We can create something that we can 

call our own and use it for the Lord.  So what will it be?  Let’s work on trying out 

something that we have never done before and see what happens. 

 

Who knows?  The Lord may bless it and we could end up building 

something great!  All we need to do is make sure the Lord is leading 

the way as we work on improving what we do. 

I LOVE our Church! 

Earl Winfrey 

Earl@fccgwd.org 
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Check us out online: 
 

www.fccgwd.org 
 

Facebook: 
 

FirstChristianGWD 
Early Morning Snuggles 

Address: 
First Christian Church 

474 Deadfall Road West 
Greenwood SC 29649 

Church Office: 
 

864-223-2940 
Earl@fccgwd.org 

Please keep us informed of any 
address changes so we can 
keep our records up to date. 
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What Kind of Church is First Christian Church? 

First Christian Church is a non-denominational Elders-led Church located in Greenwood, SC.  We are part of 

the movement to restore the simplicity of New Testament Christianity.  We believe that Jesus Christ is the 

son of God, that He lived a sinless life, offered His life for ours on the Cross, and rose on the third day to live 

forever.  We believe that salvation comes through simple obedience to the plan of salvation that is laid out 

in the pages of the New Testament. 

Core Beliefs 

A common misconception is that all churches believe and preach the same thing. Unfortunately 

that isn't the case. In a world that is greatly divided  spiritually it is very important to know just 

exactly what a church believes and practices. We welcome the opportunity to sit with you and 

discuss these core beliefs in depth. 

We believe… 

1. That Jesus Christ is the only begotten Son of God who died for our sins and arose from the 

dead. 1 Corinthians 15:1-8 

2. That the Bible is the inspired Word of God - "a lamp unto our feet and a light unto our path". 

 2 Timothy 3:16; Psalm 119:105 

3. That every person has worth as a creation of God but "all have sinned and fallen short of the 

glory of God" Romans 3:23 

4. That forgiveness of sins and the promise of eternal life are available to those who trust and 

obey Christ as Savior and Lord. John 3:16 

5. That we are saved by grace through faith in Christ. Ephesians 2:8-9 

6. That the Church is the body of Christ on earth and exists to save the lost and edify the saved. 

Ephesians 4:1-16 

7. That Jesus Christ will one day return as King of Kings and Lord of Lords. 1 Thes 4:13-18 

8. That those accepting Christ must repent of sin, confess their faith and be baptized into Him. 

Romans 10:9, Acts 2:38 

 

For more information about baptism, see our Baptism FAQ located on our website 
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In a society where the church is no longer enjoying the benefits of being the home team, it is    
critical that we make sure our spiritual health is good.  The best way to ensure a spiritually healthy 
life is to talk to God everyday through prayer and let Him speak to us through the Bible.  To help 
us with our spiritual health, I am providing a weekly prayer emphasis along with scripture readings 
based on Mark Moore’s book “Core 52.”  In his book, he provides 52 passages that make up a core 
of Bible knowledge for Christians.  By reading these passages, we can raise our Biblical IQ and 
strengthen our foundation that will help us withstand the storms of life that come our way. 
 
Week of September 6: 
 - Prayer Emphasis: Employers and Employees 
 - Core 52: 
  + Read 1 Samuel 17 
  + Memorize John 10:28 
  + Meditate on John 6:37; Romans 11:20-21; Hebrews 6:4-6 
 
 
Week of September 13: 
 - Prayer Emphasis: Unemployed 
 - Core 52: 
  + Read Acts 2 
  + Memorize Acts 1:8 
  + Meditate on John 16:13-14; Galatians 5:22-23; Ephesians 1:13 
 
 
Week of September 20: 
 - Prayer Emphasis: Community outreach services 
 - Core 52: 
  + Read Acts 1 
  + Memorize Acts 1:9 
  + Meditate on John 16:7; Ephesians 4:8-10; Revelation 1:7 
 
 
Week of September 27: 
 - Prayer Emphasis: Benevolence services 
 - Core 52: 
  + Read Exodus 14-15 
  + Memorize Acts 2:38 
  + Meditate on Romans 6:3-6; Titus 3:5-6; 1 Peter 3:21 

"Be joyful in hope, patient in 

affliction, faithful in prayer." 

Romans 12:12 (NIV) 

Weekly Prayer Emphasis and Core 52 Scripture Readings 

“Pray for FCC” 

For 2020, we want to cover our church in prayer on a weekly basis.  Along with the many prayers 

that go up on our behalf, I am declaring every Tuesday to be a day for us to offer up special     

prayers specifically for our church.  Please join us by praying at some point every Tuesday! 

The word “Meditate” 

basically means to  

reflect on the passage 

and dig deep to find 

the application for 

your life. 

Mark Moore’s book 

“Core 52” provides other 

material to help with 

the weekly scripture 

readings.  For those 

who are interested,  

contact Earl for more 

information. 
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EVALUATE CONSTANTLY 

(Taken from “The Management Methods of Jesus”) 

Jesus constantly evaluated His disciples.  He wanted to 

see if they were really grasping all that He was trying to 

teach them.  He did this by asking them questions.  This 

continued throughout His time with them on earth.  

Most often He was disappointed with their answers and 

found that He had more teaching to do. 

 

Don’t take communication for granted.  Make sure those 

working for you understand both the company’s goals 

and the methods to reach those goals.  Do this by asking 

questions.  Managers often assume that everyone is on 

the same page and that everyone agrees on both the 

goals and the way to reach them.  In reality, this may not 

be the case.  By asking questions and having your      

people articulate the answers, you will be able to         

determine the extent of their understanding and identify 

the areas that need to be retaught.  Evaluation should not be a once-in-a-while kind of thing 

but a constant, ongoing practice.  Questions should be one of your most used management 

tools.  As noted business consultant Jack Kinder says, “When you ask right questions - when  

you monitor and measure what matters - performance always improve. 

 

SHARE CORPORATE LORE 

(Taken from “The Management Methods of Jesus”) 

Management gurus from Warren Buffet to Tom Peters have noted the importance of corporate 

culture to the success of an enterprise.  Corporate culture is built primarily on the stories of both 

corporate success and corporate failure.  Those stories need to be told and retold, and their 

truths need to be applied to situations currently facing a company. 

 

Jesus did this in two ways.  He told Old Testament stories, using the Scriptures to great effect, 

and He used parables to communicate some of the most important lessons He needed to share.  

Frito-Lay, the giant snack food arm of Pepsico, has a legendary distribution system.  Legendary 

is the right word.  Many writers have noted that it is by repeating stories of the lengths to which 

Frito-Lay’s delivery men have gone to get even the smallest order to the most remote customer 

that responsive distribution continues to be inspired.  Other companies have their own stories 

upon which their corporate culture is based.  Successful managers tell these “war stories” over 

and over as a way of teaching how things are done at this company.  Make sure you know the 

legends, lore, and parables of your company.  Use them to build a corporate culture that will 

result in success. 

Who will be our 
Next Man Up? 

Mentoring today for 
a better tomorrow 

FAMILY GAME NIGHT 

Every 2nd Friday, we have a game night at the 

church.  We start at 6:00pm and end when we 

are finished playing.  Feel free to bring snacks to 

share and… Invite your friends to come with you! 
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REFLECTIONS ON THE RESTORATION  
“Walter Scott (1796 - 1861) Part 3” 

(Taken from Earl’s Restoration History class for the local church) 
Walter the Evangelist 

After Walter relocated to Steubenville, OH in 1826, Campbell took him along to the regular     

meeting of the Mahoning Baptist Association. While there Walter preached a sermon that           

impressed many within the group.  The next year (1827) Walter again accompanied Campbell to 

the Mahoning Association meeting and was selected by the group to be a traveling evangelist. 

Walter refrained from the emotionalism of many evangelists and that the proclamation that Jesus is 

the Christ, his “golden oracle” was the only thing needed to move somebody towards salvation. 

 

Five Finger Exercise (Believe, Repent, Confess, Be Baptized, and live a Christian life)   

Scott concluded that there were three things for man to do (and they were such things that any 

person could do), and three things God would do for salvation. 

 

 A. Man must: 1) believe on the evidence that Jesus is the Messiah, 2) repent of sin and 

   3) resolve to sin no more, and be baptized.  

 

 B. God would then: 1) remit sins, 2) bestow the gift of the Holy Spirit, and 

   3) grant eternal life. (These latter two were often combined in teaching.) 

 

This conviction led Walter to settle on what he called “the plan of salvation” which he used to 

preach using his “five finger exercise” as an outline: faith, repentance, baptism, remission of sins, 

and the gift of the Holy Spirit. (Scott would teach his “exercise” to children who would then tell 

their parents who then came to hear Scott preach.) 

 

While Walter’s methods produced many converts, the Baptists did not approve of his methods. 

Many other associations withdrew fellowship from the Mahoning Association. 

 

By 1830, with Walter’s encouragement, the Mahoning Association voted to disband since they felt 

that such groups were not authorized by Scripture. 
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CAN YOU THINK OF 5 PEOPLE YOU CAN REACH? 

 When I served as a youth sponsor several years ago, we 
had something called a “High Five” card which had blanks for us 
to write 5 names of people we could invite to church.  This is a 
good idea for us today.  Who are the five people in your life?  
Can you pray for them now? 

BACK PORCH CONVERSATIONS 

(From a blog post in 2011) 
 

In my Pastoral Epistles class I am taking at CCU's Seminary, one of 
the books I have to read is They Smell Like Sheep by Dr. Lynn        
Anderson (Howard Books, 1997), and in chapter 2, he talks about 
distorted leadership models.  I have listed them below with some 
additional models I decided might be good to add: 
 
(1) Hired Hand: This type of leader is one who desires the position 
without the responsibility that comes with it.  The minute the heat 
gets turned up; this leader jumps ship in order to save himself. 
 

            (2) Cowboy: Instead of leading a flock of sheep, this leader drives a herd of cattle. 
 
 (3) Sheriff: This leader enforces the law and doesn’t take anything off of anybody. 
 
            (4) Pop-manager: These leaders usually look to the business world for shortcuts in order to 
speed up the shepherding process. 
 
            (5) CEO/Chairman of the Board: The board usually work behind closed doors and create 
policies to be followed.  Sometimes, the Minister becomes the CEO and he works with the board to 
manage the church without becoming part of the church. 
Additional Models 
 
            (6) The Spineless Cheerleader: This leader goes with the flow and encourages the people to 
do whatever it is that they enjoy in an effort to build excitement in the church.  Unfortunately, this 
leader avoids confrontation, so the people may never know if they are contradicting Scripture by 
what they do. 
 
            (7) The Eeyore: Just like the famous Winnie-the-Pooh character, this type of leader has a 
“glass half empty” outlook as a leader. 
 
            (8) The “Yes” Men: Much like the corporate board, these are the leaders that will go along 
with whatever the Chairman or Minister decides. 
 
            (9) The Grumpy Old Man: This leader is like the Saturday Night Live character who used to 
say, “That’s the way it was, and I liked it!” 
 
            (10) The Politician: Before making any decisions, this leader takes a survey of those close to 
him so he can make sure he is making the decision that people will agree with. 
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The Minor Prophets: Jonah 
(Several sources used each month) 

 
Who wrote the book? 
 
The book of Jonah, written primarily in the third person, does not 
explicitly name the prophet as the author of his own account, but we have no reason to doubt 
either the inspiration or the historical veracity of the book. 
Identified in verse 1 as the son of Amittai, Jonah came from a town called Gath-hepher, near 
Nazareth in the area that later came to be known as Galilee (2 Kings 14:25). This makes Jonah 
one of the few prophets who hailed from the northern kingdom of Israel. 
 
During Jonah’s years as a prophet, Israel stood tall among the nations, though in a political     
rather than a spiritual sense. The reign of Jeroboam II (793–753 BC), who was an evil king      
before the Lord, saw Israel’s borders expand to their greatest extent since the time of Solomon. 
Increased prosperity resulted in a materialistic culture that thrived on injustice to the poor and 
oppressed, one of the key messages of Jonah’s prophetic contemporary, Amos. 
 
However, rather than direct Jonah to prophesy to his own people, God commissioned him to 
the Assyrian capital of Nineveh. At first unwilling to make the journey northeast to deliver God’s 
message, Jonah turned and aimed for the farthest westward point known to him—Tarshish,   
located in modern-day Spain. After God eventually turned Jonah in the right direction, the 
prophet obediently prophesied to the people of Nineveh while Ashurdan III (772–754 BC) sat 
on the throne of Assyria. Though Assyria had been in a politically weakened state for some time, 
by the time of Jonah their cruelty to captives and other undesirables was well-known in Israel, 
creating an obvious need for Jonah’s message of repentance. 
 
Why is Jonah so important? 
 
Jonah was one of only four writing prophets that Jesus mentioned by name during His earthly 
ministry (Isaiah, Daniel, and Zechariah were the others). But Jonah received more than a mere 
mention. Jesus actually identified Himself with the prophet’s three-day sojourn in the belly of the 
great fish, noting it as a foreshadowing of His own death, when Jesus would spend three days 
“in the heart of the earth,” before His resurrection (Matthew 12:39–41). Jesus’s identification 
with the prophet at the lowest point of Jonah’s life finds echoes in the book of Hebrews, where 
it teaches that Jesus “had to be made like His brethren in all things, so that He might become a 
merciful and faithful high priest” (Hebrews 2:17). The book of Jonah stands as an important link 
in the prophetic chain, giving readers a glimpse of Christ’s death and resurrection hundreds of 
years before they actually occurred. 
 
What's the big idea? 
 
When the call of God came to him, Jonah could not see beyond his own selfish desire for God 
to punish the Assyrians. How could God want him to take a message of mercy to such people? 
Before Jonah could relay God’s message, he had to be broken. He had to learn something 
about the mercy of the Lord. Through his flight to Tarshish, his shipwreck, and his time in the 
great fish, Jonah was convinced in a powerful way that all salvation comes from the Lord 
(Jonah 2:9). And because of God’s supreme power, only God decides where to pour out His  
salvation and His mercy (4:11). 
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This month’s Church myth: “Embracing the new means you hate what was already there.” 
(Originally printed in the October, 2019 issue) 

Unfortunately, this month’s myth can be heart breaking because of the misunderstandings and 

arguments that happen when the church faces a decision that is not appealing to everyone.  If a 

person proposes a change, there are usually some people who are resisting the change because 

they want things to stay the way it is.  Some of that comes from nostalgia and not wanting to let 

go of the past but there is also a sense of distrust because they view the person proposing the 

change as one who hates what is already here. 

 

Jesus dealt with this on numerous occasions because He was introducing a New Covenant in 

which the Law of Moses would no longer be needed.  When it came time to begin the church, the 

Apostles had to deal with Judaizers who did not like the Gentiles worshipping with them.  The 

church survived because the Apostles were able to navigate the rough waters of change.  Today, 

our churches often spend much time and energy on trying to get people to agree on something 

that could help them move forward into the future. 

 

Change can be painful and those who want change can get a little too pushy while those who 

resist change can be too stubborn.  However, it is a dangerous activity to accuse those trying to 

change something of hating what is already there.  I will admit that there is a possibility of those 

people hating what is there but I have a feeling that more often than not, those wanting change 

still like what is already there, but they recognize that in order to survive, change is needed. 

 

When an okra seed pod is planted in the ground, it grows and produces food for a season.  At the 

end of that season, it will produce new seed pods for the future and then die.  If the gardener tries 

to keep the old plant and refuses to use the seed pods that were produced, there will not be any 

okra the next season.  Sometimes, there are old elements of the church that need to die in order 

for the new to come in and grow.  That does not mean the old was bad.  It just means that with 

every new generation, there are changes that must take place if the church wants to continue. 

 

Obviously, there are some changes that should never happen such as teaching something that 

contradicts the Bible, but as long as the foundation remains firmly planted in the Word of God, the 

church has been allowed enough flexibility to change in order to meet the needs of those who 

are now attending. 

 

I will say that this myth is plausible because some people might hate what is already there but 

overall, it is not the main reason for trying to replace something.  Some change is good. 



Soup Kitchen Donations are Appreciated 
We support our local soup kitchen once per month by supplying some of the food 

they need.  If you would like to participate, be sure to check out the list of items 
needed on the communication station in the Fellowship Hall.  Every can counts! 
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Welcome to a new addition for our monthly newsletter! 

 

As you can probably guess, this is a scavenger hunt involving the Bible.  The 

rules are simple.  Look up the text in the Bible and report it to Earl for credit.  

Every month, there will be a set of items for you to find and points assigned so 

you can focus on the ones that give you the best chance of winning.  And 

yes, this is a competition so don’t wait until the end of the month to turn this 

in.  The rule is that you must have a Scripture reference so Earl can verify what 

you found and you must contact him in order to get the credit.  As we go 

from month to month, there will be a leader board so you can keep track of 

how far you need to go in order to be in first place.  Get ready, get set, GO!!!!!! 

 

1. A church that has both elders and deacons (5 points) (10 points for 2 churches) 

 

2. A King of Judah (2 points - Must be in the Southern Kingdom after Solomon before captivity) 

 

3. A King of Israel (2 points - Must be in the Northern Kingdom after Solomon before captivity) 

 

4. Verse about baptism (1 point) (Can have up to a total of 5 points at 1 point per reference) 

 

5. Messianic prophecy from the Old Testament (3 points) 

 

6. A Theophany (10 points) 

 

7. An answer to a prayer (8 points) 

 

(Extra 5 points to the first 3 people who complete the list and report to Earl) 

Bible Trivia Question (Send answers to Earl) 

Answer to last month’s question: 

There were 3,000 men and women in the temple being entertained by Samson (Judges 16:27) 

Winners:  Michaela Winfrey/Wil Winfrey/Steven Skinner 

 

 

 

 

Honorable Mention: Michael Winfrey 

This month’s question: 

Melchizedek was a high priest, but also king of where? 

Be one of the first 3 people to answer 

correctly and you will be a winner! 

Be one of #4-10 to answer and you 

will receive an honorable mention! 
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Life Lessons (Written by Andy Rooney) 
 

 I've learned.... 

That love, not time, heals all wounds. 

Eternal Love 
 

“I have loved you with an everlasting love; therefore I have continued my faithfulness to you.”  
Jeremiah 31:3 

 

The tides ebb and flow. Creeks rise and rush in spring, only to trickle or even dry up in the heat of 

summer. The natural world around us is always in flux, always in a state of change. Ready or not, 

changes charge into each of our personal lives, too. Some change is welcome, some not so 

much: 

 

 Children are born, attend kindergarten, earn a high-school diploma, and are soon introducing 

their own children to the kindergarten teacher. 

 

 We move from dorm to apartment to starter home to a bigger home and back to an        

apartment—in an assisted living center. It all seems to take two weeks’ time. 

 

Ready or not, change charges into every live—even into the lives of God’s prophets. Jeremiah, for 

instance, experienced so much unwelcome change that he began to wonder whether God Him-

self would prove fickle. Close to despair on day, the prophet prayed: 

 

“Why is my pain unceasing, my wound incurable, refusing to be healed? 
Truly, you are to me like a deceitful brook, like waters that fail.” Jeremiah 15:18 

 

Have you ever been tempted to think that the Lord’s love is like a creak bed in the desert that 

floods in spring and then immediately dries up? Unreliable. Deceitful. Though Jeremiah’s feelings 

were very real, the Lord’s promises had not evaporated. God’s love for His people was certain, 

sure, steady, unwavering. Later in his ministry, Jeremiah would write these encouraging words, a 

whisper from the heart of God Himself to our own hearts still today: 

 

“I have loved you with an everlasting love; therefore I have continued my faithfulness to you.” 
Jeremiah 31:3 

 

The everlasting love of our Lord does not ebb and flow. It is not on again, off again. It does not 

depend on our feelings. We are His beloved, whether we feel loved or not. When changes and 

challenges bring pain, we look not to our feelings, but to the cross. There, we accurately gauge 

the unceasing love our Savior-God has for us. 

 

 
Devotion taken from “Whispers of God’s Love: Devotions for Women” 
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TRYING TO GROW THE CHURCH - PART 4 (Earl Winfrey, from a 2017 blog post) 

 
We had a great time at the NACC this year, and the adventure continued across the top of the 
country.  We drove through part of Kansas, up through Nebraska, into Iowa and up to South    
Dakota.  From there, we saw Wall Drug and the Badlands National Park before ending the day    
at Mount Rushmore. Our journey continued through Wyoming and into Montana where we    
entered Yellowstone National Park from the Northeast entrance.  We then turned south into   
Denver, Amarillo TX, Wichita Falls TX, and Abilene to check out Abilene Christian University.      
After that, we headed East through Dallas, West Monroe LA for church, and then home. 
That giant circle was almost 5,000 miles worth of driving, and this marathon wore us out. 
 
I will be writing about the NACC and parts of our journey as time goes by, but for now, I wanted 
to talk about our experience in the Wyoming Welcome Center.  This was after our visit to the 
Badlands National Park and Mount Rushmore, so we got a chance to see the land that once     
belonged to the Buffalo and Native American Indians. As we drove through South Dakota,        
Michael made a comment that the land still looks empty, and with the exception of fences and  
the occasional group of steaks, I mean cows, she thinks that this is what the land must have 
looked like before the White man took over. 
 
When we were leaving the Wyoming Welcome Center, the lady who was in charge gave us some 
hints about what we can see on the way to Billings MT.  As she was talking, she pointed out Little 
Big Horn and said that this was the place where General Custer was finally stopped and he got 
what he deserved. Up until that point, I thought that General Custer was a favorite military leader 
as he was marching into the west for the country.  I know that His last stand was his unfortunate 
downfall, but I never met a person who actually hated him, until I talked to the lady at the        
welcome center.  I guess it is safe to say that she is a Native American Indian. 
 
After that conversation, I started thinking about how we tend to claim that the land is better off 
now that we “Americans” settled it, but there is a group of people who disagree with us.  This is 
not a rant against the government or a statement for Indians, but it is a message that not          
everybody is a fan of the changes that are made. Just like the Native American Indian, there are 
people in the church who are being forced to accept a new reality that is being called progress. 
 
The new generation of the church has taken over, sometimes with hostile methods, sometimes 
slow and steady, but not with the full support of the older generations.  I’m sure that there are 
some exceptions to this, but overall, what we tend to see as progress can also be viewed as the 
end of an era, and that can be painful for those who spent so much time building on the        
foundation that was laid before them.  Is this a good thing?  Probably not. 
 
There are times when change is appropriate and natural, but there are other times when change 
can be destructive, and that is not natural. Even the older generations recognize that change       
is needed for the church to survive, but that does not mean they will not hurt when it is            
happening.  This is why we need to be sensitive to their view and quit being so bull-headed when 
receiving feedback that is not what we are looking for.  Instead of getting defensive, we should 
listen to their side of the story and see if there is a way that we can reach an agreement that will 
satisfy all parties involved. 
 
I believe the Apostle Paul said it best when he wrote in Romans 12:18, “If possible, so far as it     
depends on you, live peaceably with all.”  Do what you can to keep the peace even if it means 
slowing down long enough for people to get used to the changes. 
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YOU SHOULD ALWAYS GIVE THANKS (Michaela Winfrey - From November, 2019) 

 
So, what has God given you? Has He given you toys? Has He given you food? We should all be 
thankful for what God has given to us. Let’s talk about the story of the Ten Lepers.  In Luke 17:15,  
it says “Then one of them, when he saw that he was healed, he turned back, praising God with a 
loud voice.” So one of the ten lepers came back to praise God, but where were the other nine? 
They just went off without thanking God for what He has done for them. How selfish! They just 
walked away without thanking Him. If I were one of those guys, I would tell my friends to go back 
with me to thank Him! We should all thank Him for the stuff that He has done for us. So, if you 
were one of those ten lepers, what would you do if God healed you? Would you go back like the 
one who thanked God, or would you be like the nine lepers who just walked off without thanking 
God? I would be the one who went back to thank God. 
 
How about if you were given a tablet from your mom, would you just go to your room and start 
playing with it, or would you stop to thank your mom for the tablet? Or let’s just say you got a gift 
card from your best friend. Would you stop to say thank you or just go on and open another     
present? If you wanted a certain gift for Christmas, and your parents got it, you should be thankful. 
You should take the time to say “Thank You.” 
 
If you know to say “Thank you” but did not say it, go back to say thank you like that one leper who 
gave thanks to God. You should ALWAYS give thanks. If you give thanks, you will be amazed at 
what you will hear in return. I know it is just two simple words, but it can accomplish A LOT! These 
are words that can change your life, even though we do not say it very often. Above all else,      
remember this as we go into Thanksgiving: always, ALWAYS remember to say “Give it to me…” 
Wait, what? NO… say Thank you! 

Diamonds (Wil Winfrey) 

 
Before the 1.16.0 update in Minecraft, Diamond armor was the strongest available armor for      
defense. But diamonds aren’t a good choice for protecting someone in real life. Looking at the  
fundamentals, not considering how expensive it would cost, I don't know much about diamonds, 
but there are a variety of types, with different strengths, weaknesses, etc. But for this article, I'll just 
say a "typical" diamond, or one most people know about is the crystal clear diamond we see in 
jewelry stores. To understand why, you need to look at the difference between hardness and 
toughness when it comes to minerals. Diamonds are extremely hard, which means that if you 
scratch them against something the diamond will not be abraded. However diamonds are not 
particularly tough, which means that if you hit one with a hammer it will just shatter. In contrast, 
something like steel is very tough, but not particularly hard, so you could scratch it very easily, but 
it is very difficult to break apart. As an example, you can scratch steel with a diamond, but you 
can easily shatter a diamond with a hammer. The diamond is hard, the hammer is strong. Hit steel 
with a hammer of any material and it just absorbs the hit like it was nothing. 
 
Now apply that to the church. When the devil tries to attack, we should not crack and shatter like 
diamonds, we should absorb it like steel. He may be able to scratch us, but his head will be 
crushed by Jesus. 
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Luke 21:5-19 
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Luke 21:20-36 
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Matt 24:1-28 
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Acts 18:18-28 
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